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This Edition’s Cover:
May 7, 2016: #86 Porsche 911 RSR Gulf Racing at speed at the World Endurance
Championship 8 Hours of Spa, Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps, Spa, Belgium.
Photo: Courtesy FIA WEC

More Chances To Win Prizes!!
Wouldn’t you love to see YOUR name front & center in the Newsletter?
***Think of the Fame; the Notoriety!!***
All you have to do is send me (Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) your caption for the “non-traditional” Porsche photo
in each Newsletter in the “P.S. Until the Next Time” section. I will pick the best one submitted and you’ll see your
winning caption, along with your name IN LIGHTS in the next Newsletter Edition!!
In addition, you’ll have the same choice of prizes as the Trivia Question:
$25 cash, or 2 free Autocross passes!
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HERE’S YOUR WINNER FOR THE MAY PHOTO CAPTION CONTEST:

GERALD ADCOX, PENSACOLA

Gerald has chosen to walk with the $25 cash!
Below is the May Photo with Gerald’s winning caption

Given the choice between the Mommy Van and marriage, she took
the 911!
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Wally Lindenmuth; Article & Photos

Well we are in the middle of the hot summer season in the south. Parade just finished in Vermont and I was
monitoring what was going on at Jay Peak via Facebook message from friends. The Sonnenschein Web site,
which has won in the past, did not win this year but I know Keith will try harder next year. It sounded like it
was another great Parade and I am sorry I missed it. Next year Parade moves out west to Spokane,
Washington, which should be a great location again.
Some of us in the club have been busy doing DE’s we had four members attend the DE at Barber Motorsports
Park June 18 & 19. We had two first timers who experienced a lot of information overload. Everyone did well
except for one minor guardrail mishap.

Dustin Grubbs’ 911 ready for the track
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Left to right: Roger Gilmore, Bob Langham, and Dustin Grubbs at Wally’s RV. That’s Wally’s red 911 and Bob’s Cayman R.

Roger getting ready to head out for the next track session.
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Wally’s #479 911 and Bob’s #9 Cayman R ready for action.

The club also did a tour, coordinated by Ben Powell, from Daphne to somewhere up in Alabama and finished
up at a great BBQ place that Steve Pearce knew. We started from Bob Watts’ Garage and what a collection of
cars he has. Thanks you to Bob and his wife for hosting us. Thanks also to Ben for putting this all together.
And read Ben’s article about the tour later in this Newsletter. We are also going to have a Tech session at
Jordan Automotive in Daphne in the near future.
I also attended Zonefest at Sebring, FL over Memorial Day weekend and it was a lot of fun. Sonnenschein and
North Florida Region have been ask to Host Zonefest next year so we are going to need a lot of help if we are
going to do this.
I hope everyone is having a great summer and getting some nice drives in. Our next autocross will be Sept.
17th in Robertsdale. I am going to attend the Porsche Experience in Atlanta in August. I will report back on
that as well. Roger went and he shared his experience with his wife and now they have a Macan.
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Results of the Sonnenschein Autocross April 23, 2016 at Pace High School.
Wally Lindenmuth; Photos: Editor & Juju (Judy) Young

Results of the Sonnenschein Autocross held in Robertsdale, AL on May 21, 2016. We had a nice turn out and I
appreciate everyone helping out to make this go smoother. We had a few guys who came over and cranked
some fast runs and a couple of new people who improved there times as well.
1. Jover Romvaldo 2006 MHI EVO 9
Fast time of 45.194 Sec.
2. Phil Suh
2000 Miata (chevy power) Fast time of 45.930 Sec.
3. Jeshua Brainard 2006 MHI Evo
Fast time of 46.493 Sec.
4. Roger Gilmore 2016 Porsche GT4
Fast time of 47.362 Sec.
5. Brooks Wade
1979 Porsche 911
Fast time of 48.093 Sec.
6. Richard Birge
1984 Porsche 911
Fast time of 48.6 Sec.
7. Wally Lindenmuth 1973 Porsche 911T
Fast time of 49.035 Sec.
8. Eugene Gordon 1977 280Z
Fast time of 49.264 Sec.
9. Bob Langham
2012 Cayman R
Fast time of 49.273 Sec.
10. Joel Bianchi
2015 Eco Boost Mustang Fast time of 49.658 Sec.
11. Amber Brainard 2006 MHI Evo
Fast Time of 49.745 Sec.
12. Greg Kuhlmann 2003 Porsche 911
Fast time of 50.203 Sec.
13. Sean Yarbrough 2001 IS300 (Chevy power) Fast time of 51.768 Sec.
14. Andy Soars
Porsche Boxster
Fast time of 53.150 Sec.
15. Curt Morris
2013 Hyundai Turbo
Fast time of 53.765 Sec.
16. Steve Pearce
1986 951 Porsche
Fast time of 53.868 Sec.
17. Adam Brewton 1990 Miata
Fast time of 54.252 Sec.
18. Barbara Allen
2016 Porsche Turbo S
Fast time of 55.296 Sec.
19. Bob Watts
1979 Porsche 930
Fast time of 55.869 Sec.
20. Judy Young
2013 Mazda MX5
Fast time of 59.906 Sec.
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Barbara Allen this was her first time driving an Autocross course and she did real well. I think Judy Young went
faster without Richards help. Bob Watts brought out a beautiful Porsche Turbo and gave it hell and got the
turbo kicked in a few times.
I want to thank Pete Mellin for timing for us. Thanks to Bob Langham and Ben Powell for coming out Friday
night and helping set up the course. And thanks to everyone who helped pick up the cones and trash.
There was a large (100+) group of runners/joggers/walkers and spectators adjacent to us that were getting
ready for a 5K run/walk as fundraiser for a little boy who has cancer. At the day of the Autocross he was
receiving treatment at MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston. Some of the proceeds from today’s event will
be donated to this fund.
Our next Autocross event will be Sept. 17, 2016 at the Robertsdale location.

Prepping prior to the start.
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Some more of the early pre-start lineup.

Walking the course prior to the start with Wally leading the way.
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Above: Stephen Pearce giving those cones a scare!

Bob Langham putting his Cayman R thru the paces.
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Above: Greg Kuhlman pulling some G’s in a tight turn.

Roger Gilmore with Barbara Allen along for a ride.
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Above: And here’s Barbara Allen in her 911 Turbo S.

Richard Birge getting thru a tight 180.
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Above: Bob Watts near the start of the course.

Brooks Wade navigating that tough 180 turn.
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Above: Juju (Judy) Young has 90 degrees of that 180 done!

Andy Soars on the exit of the 180 hairpin, ready to get on the gas.
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Here’s Wally at speed along the backstretch portion of the course.
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Zonefest 2016 at Sebring, Florida.
Wally Lindenmuth; Article & Photos

Well I will try and let you know all the fun you missed by not going to Zonefest 2016. I headed to Sebring on
Thursday May 26 and arrived at my campground around 7 PM eastern time. Friday AM I unloaded my car
from the trailer where it had been since the Autocross in Robertsdale. I got the car out and changed tires and
noticed that I had put my street tires on the wrong side so I had to change them around to the proper
location.
Check in started at 4 PM and I had volunteered to help with the registration. As some of you might know
Volunteers fuel PCA. Friday was spent getting ready for the concourse, which was held Saturday morning.
They started staging cars and we had a few light refreshments and dinner was on our own. They had a
number of classes Friday night to help those who were participating in the concourse and Rally. I helped with
some of the late check-in after dinner. I met some new people that I had not met before as well as some that I
have seen at Parade and Zonefest in the past.
Saturday started off with the concourse judging and then we had the Gimmick Rally. I picked up a navigator to
help, since Mary did not make the trip. The Rally was a lot of fun we had a number of pictures of places we
were to find along the route. We didn’t find all of them but did well on what we did find. We only missed one
turn and got back on course quickly. They had us using our trip odometers to check our self along the route. (I
was amazed at how close my odometer was to route instructions.) We didn’t win but had a lot of fun along
the way. Saw a lot of orange trees along the route.
There were activities for the kids also which is one of the things that PCA emphasizes: The events are for
families and not just rich old people.
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We had a wonderful Buffet Dinner and Photo presentation during dinner (see above photo). After dinner that
had lots of prizes to give a way, based on the tickets we bought and placed them at the items me wanted to
win. I didn’t have any luck on the Saturday night prizes. Each night we sat with different people for dinner
and this lets you get to know folks that you don’t know. This is a tradition that they do at Parade to get you to
know more people from around the country or state.
Headed back to the motorhome, which was in a very nice campground that was located on the north side of
Sebring. I took a different way back to the motorhome around the north side of Sebring Lake. When I got back
to the motorhome it looked like it was going to rain so I shut the car off and was going to put in the trailer.
When I hit the key to start the car the starter hung, would not stop running. I quickly looked in the trailer for a
13mm wrench and finally found one in the dark and got the battery disconnected. Pulled the car into the
trailer and let the starter cool off. Next morning I jacked the car and tapped on the starter with a mallet then
tried it and the starter worked.
Sunday was the Autocross, which was held on the skid pad by the Sebring Track. Well the car ran great from
the campground over to the track. I was hoping it would not hang up again. Luckily the starter worked
properly the rest of the day and night. The track was a little slick and that was not only on the skid pad. I did
OK I think I finished third in the class but they only gave away one trophy. It was a hot one out the on the
course and as you all know everyone works. While waiting to run I directed traffic as the cars came off the
track, I directed them to where they need to line up. After the autocross I headed back to the motorhome for
something to eat and to rest in the AC.
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Sunday Evening was another very nice dinner and program. I sat with Greg Halverson and his wife who were
down from Kent, WA. Greg is the PCA National Driving Tour Chair. He was going to speak to the Zone Reps on
Monday at our meeting. Dinner was great and the company was good also. I did win something after dinner:
A new ball cap. Headed back to the motorhome and had a great night’s sleep.
The Zone 12 Presidents meeting was a 7:30 AM so had to get up and get moving. It was a very interesting
meeting since we had two National PCA officers Cindy Jacisin PCA National Secretary and Greg Halverson
National Driving Tour Chair. It was a good meeting with a lot of good information from Cindy and Greg.
Meeting finished up about 2 PM and it was time to head north back to Milton.
I went back to the campground and loaded the car and got the RV disconnected and trailer attached. Headed
north and west had some heavy rain along I-75 so I stopped and made a sandwich. After the rain let up I
continued north and west. I got back to Milton about 11:30 so I parked in a parking lot then came on home
after the sun came up.
Zonefest is a three-day event that brings folks from around the Zone together for three days of fun and
friendship. Met a lot of new people who I hope to see again next year when North Florida and Sonnenschein
put on a Zonefest here in the panhandle.
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2016 Euro Car Meet
Editor; Article & Photos, with additional Photos by Stephen Pearce

The 2016 edition of the annual Euro Car Meet was held on June 4th at its usual location on the grass and under
the live oaks at the National Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola. The weather was quite nice: Not too hot and
with partly cloudy skies. There was a great turnout with over 100 cars showing up. Sonnenschein had an
excellent presence with around 20 members arriving through the morning. As usual, a plethora of door prizes
were given out to the participants. Thanks to Pete Mellin for obtaining Sonnenschein’s door prize
contributions, and a special thanks to Advance Auto Parts in Gulf Breeze where Pete picked up the door prizes.
Pete let Advance know that the goodies were going to the Meet and to support the Aviation Museum, and
Advance gave him (and thus the Club!) a 10% discount and one item for free. Nice! As always, the proceeds
from the Meet went to benefit the Aviation Museum. Below are some photos from the event. Hope to see you
there next year!

Sonnenschein setting up our “corral” are.
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Above: Some more of Sonnenschein Porsches, with some BMW’s to the left.

Above: Another view looking back towards the Museum in the background.
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Above: That’s Pete Mellin’s blue 911S and I believe Pete himself in the blue shirt.

Above: Proudly displaying PCA colors!
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Above: The Bimmer’s lining up in force.

Above: A portion of the British section.
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Above: More of the British section.

Above: Nice 914! Photo by Stephen Pearce.
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Above: Oldies but definitely Goodies! Photo by Stephen Pearce

Above: This was one beautiful XKE!
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Above: Immaculate under the bonnet of the XKE.

Above: Although pretty, I do believe it would be quite the chore to keep these babies clean!
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From the Bama Side: Dirt Road Riding
Ben Powell; Article & Photos

So there I was driving down AL-21 following Bob and Forrest, the road split into 2. One road went to
AL-59 and Bay Minette. I knew that I could get to I-65 that way but I didn’t know how long it would take. Bob
and Forrest continued on AL-21, knowing that it was much shorter to I-65 that way. I figured that I could take
a detour rather than turning around. So I found a road that connected and took it. About 7 miles into that
road after I passed houses and farmland the road ended. Well, not the road but the pavement. I decided to
continue rather than turn around. I had reached the point of no return, so I went dirt road riding in the ROW
M030 Boxster. For those of you that don’t know what the ROW M030 is it is a suspension kit from the rest of
the world that lowers the Boxster about 80 mm and stiffens up the shocks and sway bars.
Prior to this, Bob Watts’ graciously hosted us at Grand Curiosity, his beautiful car collection. He has
quite a few amazing specimens and loves to talk about them, so if you are curious about anything in the
pictures feel free to ask him.

I do have to say that one of my favorites is his Chevy truck. It has the original wood bed and a little
work done under the hood…it’s a NASCAR motor. That we got to crank, and it was amazing. I really can’t
describe the sound that came out of that vehicle it was a roar, it’s also the ultimate sleeper because the paint
isn’t in the best shape. However, it is supposed to be that way.
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We rallied up for our safety briefing provided
and loaded up and headed out; up Highway 98 to
AL-225 north. Not really much to say about this
a necessary evil to get to our ultimate destination.
it was the twisties on AL-41 and others is was
Soul Food. I was the leader for the trip up, which
have been the best idea. I have never driven many
roads nor have I ever lead a group, but other than
maybe, might have been wrong turn, things on my end went smoothly.

by Wally
pick up
part, it is
For some,
Dallas’s
might not
of these
one

You could tell when we were nearing the exciting part of our drive.
The roads got a little narrower and turns became sharper. Many of us saw
our favorite signs, the snake signs; although we did see a snake in the road.
In to the Little Tail of the Dragon (totally made up name by me) we
went. Left, right, left, right, straight we went. We emerged from the other
side with our hearts racing and
smiles on our faces because we
knew that we just enjoyed some of
the best driving in the area and had
almost no traffic to break us up or
cause trouble. We pulled over at
Dallas’s Soul Food for lunch. Thanks
to Stephen who called ahead and let
them know we were coming so they could be prepared for some
hungry drivers. On the menu was BBQ Ribs, Baked Chicken, Baked
Beans, Cole Slaw, and Potato Salad. In my opinion, it was quite
delicious and was much better than a fast food joint.

After lunch we sat around chatting until our food
settled a little bit then it was back in the cars headed home.
We took a separate direction home. It wasn’t near as twisty as
41 is but was still a nice road. We split off, some of us headed
for Pensacola, others headed towards Atmore, and myself
headed for some red dirt roads and praying for no rain while I
was on them.
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So Many Roads, So Little Time
Roger Gilmore; Article & Photos

Casey and I headed out June 21st for a 5-day stay in Waynesville, NC. Waynesville is a small town of about
9,000 that is 30 miles or so west of Asheville, NC. We were making the trip for some much needed R&R, and
also to do some advance scouting of the town and homes as a potential place to move to after I retire
(hopefully in the not too distant future!). We originally were looking at Asheville and wanted to stay close to
downtown there, but the housing prices near downtown have just gotten too expensive, so some online
searching yielded Waynesville. It seemed to have a great vibe to it in our online research, so we thought we’d
give it a try and spend a few days there.
One of the main reasons that we were looking in western North Carolina was to get some elevation to escape
the summer heat. Waynesville is nestled between the Great Smokey Mountains National Park to the north
and west, and the Blue Ridge mountains to the south. It is at an elevation of 2700 feet, and many of the
homes there are on the mountains in the 3000 to 4000 foot elevation range. Below is a picture of a portion of
the town and mountains:

And here’s a shot of downtown Main Street:
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We took Casey’s new Macan on the trip and it was an enjoyable, comfortable ride going up. The Macan is
quiet and it made for a relaxing drive up, even when transiting through Atlanta! We stayed at a wonderful Bed
& Breakfast (Andon-Reid) near downtown, which was in a restored 1900’s home. The hosts were gracious and
pampered us with all the amenities, including daily gourmet breakfasts that were incredibly delicious.

Above: The Andon-Reid B&B Inn (Photo: stock)
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Waynesville has a thriving art & culture scene, along with a number a craft breweries and wonderful farm-totable restaurants, all within easy walking distance downtown. There are even EV charging stations in the free
public parking just a block off Main Street, so feel free to plug-in your 918 or Tesla! We had dinner at a
different downtown restaurant each evening and were blown away by the quality of the food. Below is a
photo of the local food sourcing at one of the many excellent restaurants, the Frog’s Leap Public House:

So Waynesville itself turned out to be all that we had hoped for.
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But then there’s the driving!
We spent one day doing an incredible loop of a drive, doing the Tail of Dragon (US route 129) north and
coming back via the Cherohala Skyway (TN route 165 & NC route 143). It was about an hours drive west from
Waynesville to get to Deals Gap, which is the southerly start of the Dragon and serves as a gathering point for
many of the Dragon-goers…and a whole load of motorcyclists! See the map below for this crazy loop of a
drive:

Below are some photos from Deals Gap that I took prior to us embarking on the Dragon, with the Macan at
the ready in the first photo. Line up the bikes!
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Above: Approaching yet another tight downhill curve on the Dragon.
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Above: Close-up of the Macan’s Nav system showing the tortuous Dragon route; Casey took this while I was driving.

Above: More Dragon curves ahead!
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Above: 2 images of cruisin’ the Dragon by Xtreme Sports Photography (see article).
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Above: No explanation needed! This was posted on the Cherohala Skyway.

Above: Quite the view from a stopping point on the Skyway.
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Above: The Macan taking a well deserved rest on the Skyway.

So what about the actual driving? Well, the Dragon certainly lived up to its name, as it certainly is one twisting
up-and-down roller coaster of a ride. And the Macan lived up to its name, really athletic on the road, putting
the “Sport” front and center in its SUV moniker. Glad we did it, but it’s just too darn popular. Lots of traffic,
although going northward we were slowed down only once by someone who eventually pulled over to let us
pass. I was more worried about the multitudes of crazy motorcyclists going in the opposite direction
southward. Too many times I thought one of them would be careening into us as we went through another
tight blind turn.
Along the Dragon there are pro photographers stationed at a number of strategic corners. They snap photos
of everyone coming along, and you can then view (and purchase) any of the photos online. There were
probably 8 or 9 stations of them that I saw as we traversed the Dragon. Can’t say I’ve seen anything like that
before, but they do take some quality shots! (See the previous 2 photos of the Macan by Xtreme Sports
Photography.)
The Dragon was great, but I found the Cherohala Skyway to be the more enjoyable ride. Not quite as tight as
the Dragon, but still quite challenging, and with far less traffic! And more areas were you could stop to enjoy
some outstanding vistas.
But even closer to our temporary “home” of Waynesville we discovered some outstanding drives. We took a
trip south to Brevard, NC (in Transylvania County, gotta love that!), as some people staying at our B&B said it
was another great town. (We didn’t like it as much as Waynesville as it was bigger and more commercialized.)
Refer to the map below; we took US Route 276 south from Waynesville to Brevard, and NC Route 215 (in red
on the map) for our return trip back to Waynesville.
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Both roads were almost entirely within Pisgah National Forest. Route 215 is part of the National Forest
Service’s Forest Heritage Scenic Byway, and intersects the Blue Ridge Parkway at Beech Gap at an elevation of
about 5300 feet. The photo below is of that intersection:

Probably the nicest thing about both 276 & 215 was the traffic…or lack thereof. Much different than the
Dragon, but still just as technical and scenic. Route 215 was a bit more desolate and tighter then 276. I would
love to have the GT4 on those roads for a nice Saturday morning drive!...Maybe in the future!
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What’s the point of building a track-ready car if you don’t get it on the track?
By Tara Hurlin, courtesy of Hagerty Magazine Spring 2016

Christopher Post barks in my ear as I lap GingerMan Raceway. “Brake and downshift! There’s the apex! Now
hit the gas! Upshift!” He notes my time, 2 minutes, 56 seconds — humiliating. The next lap I go 2:29 — better.
“Yes! Go, go, go!” Post yells into the microphone. I hear it loud and clear, and I push harder through the apex.
The rear wheels slide, and before I know it, I spin at the end of the corner and come to a screeching halt. After
verifying that my pants stayed dry during the 180-degree Miata tornado, I restart the car and continue on, tail
between my legs, thankful there were no other cars on the track.
PLANNING FOR SPEED
Ten years ago, I never would have imagined myself driving on a track, but after two years of adding hefty
modifications to an already-fun car — my 2004 Madzaspeed Miata — the urge was overwhelming, and there’s
no point in building a car if you aren’t going to drive it.
GingerMan Raceway is a well-known 1.88-mile, 11-turn course in South Haven, Michigan, just three hours
south of our home in Traverse City. A lap time of 1:40 is exceptional for the course, and it is considered the
safest track in the region, making it the obvious choice for a slightly apprehensive novice. For guidance, I
reached out to racing instructor Christopher Post, and the first things he covered were what to bring to the
track and what to expect from the mandatory safety inspection upon arrival.
I was amazed that everything fit into the Miata’s tiny trunk: safety gear, glass cleaner, wax, a quart of oil, an
air compressor and tire gauge, a tarp, a block of wood, jack-stands and all the tools I thought I might need.
Technical requirements are fairly common sense, and my Miata has a few extra safety features; when you
modify a car to go faster, you always have to keep safety top-of-mind. Before undergoing a tech inspection, it
is always best to check over the car yourself to avoid delays. Items on the checklist include wheels and tires,
wheel bearings, braking system, and an engine fluid check — also making sure there are no leaks that could
drip onto the track.
ON THE DAY
The Miata rumbles and my nerves vibrate as I roll into GingerMan’s paddock. I double-check the tire pressure
and fluids, remove the floor mats and empty all of the unnecessary weight from the trunk. My shiny new
helmet — white with pink, maroon and black pinstripes and “HURLIN” proudly painted on the visor — is finally
out of its protective bag, ready to live up to its real purpose: protecting this pretty (but thick) skull.
Post takes me for a ride around the track in his own Miata to show me the ropes before setting me loose. This
gives me a chance to get a feel for the layout of the course, but after a few hard laps, my stomach becomes
queasy and I am thankful when it is my turn to drive.
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“Throw out everything you know from driving on the streets,” Post says. “I’m about to teach you how to really
drive.” Equipped with headsets, Post and I hit the track, this time with me in the driver’s seat, and my heart
starts beating faster. Right off the bat, I have the urge to go as fast as I can, but I don’t want to wreck my car
— or myself. There are so many other things to be aware of on a track that speed unexpectedly takes a back
seat until you develop competent driving skills. You must acknowledge the cars around you, learn the different
racing lines and focus on hitting every turn’s apex. The shifting, steering, braking and throttle are all done so
fast that mind and machine must work in unison. At the same time, it is critical to look far ahead and set
yourself up for what comes next. After my first few laps, we head in to let the car cool down and reflect on
how I did.
“When coming off of the track, use the brakes lightly and don’t put the parking brake on,” Post explains. “The
heat radiating from the brakes could cause the rotors to warp or the brake pads to fuse.” Not utilizing the
brakes was awkward at first, but popping the car into neutral and using the block of wood to prevent rolling
solved that problem. We kept the engine running for a few minutes with the hood up to allow the hot fluids to
circulate.

“You’re a natural,” Post says with genuine enthusiasm, and a feeling of relief and pride comes over me. We
discuss finding the driving line, braking line and apex in more detail. “When you get to a corner, it’s slow in,
fast out,” he says. “If you’re going too fast, the car will be controlling you.”
When the car is cool enough for another run, with Post still riding shotgun, I follow an experienced driver in
another Miata around the track, which pushes me just a bit harder to go faster in order to keep up. The racing
seat hugs my hips, and the five-point harness secures me into place while I whip around corners at speeds to
which I have never taken the Miata. “Go, go, go!” Post shouts, his voice animated in the ear piece after I hit
each apex. As I run more laps, I become more comfortable with the track and am able to calculate my turns
with more accuracy. I get down to 2:16 — not too bad for a first-timer who has no clue what she’s doing.
I also have no clue that in all my hot lapping, fighting the steering so much at speed, my core muscles will be
incredibly sore the next morning.
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I am building confidence quickly, perhaps too quickly, because one split-second of lost focus on a straightaway
and I find myself spinning out of control toward a barrier, infield grass flying around me. “That wasn’t good,”
Post says matter-of-factly. My knuckles are white and my jaw locked, until the car comes to a clumsy halt in
the infield. This is my most important lesson: Never break concentration when driving a course — not even for
a split-second. We are safe, but with the long grass surrounding the hot exhaust, I want to get a move on, and
quickly. I turn the key to hear a loud, unmistakable bubbling noise. Oh, no. I put my foot on the clutch and turn
the key again. She starts up with a cough and sputter, and I limp her back to the pit area for an inspection. It’s
not the most convenient time to find out the temperature sensor isn’t placed properly, which explains why it’s
been giving a normal reading. Maybe it’s a good thing I went off the track when I did.
POST-RACE
I let the car cool down and decide to head home. By the day’s end, I bettered myself as a driver both on the
track and on the streets. I left with a greater understanding of driving skills and a firm knowledge of safety
precautions, and I now have a new goal for next time — to beat my best lap time of 2:07.
Not only did my first track day inspire me to make further modifications to my car, but I have new objectives
to focus on with my driving. Once I master the new skills, next up is heel-and-toe downshifting.
Racing is an addiction, and now I fully understand why. It is the freedom of the track and being forced to
concentrate so singularly on only one thing while you leave the rest of the world behind. It’s the adrenaline
rush that comes with having total control of a powerful machine — and the possibility of losing control. And
it’s the challenge of driving the car to its full potential, always chasing down your next best time.
Now, whenever I vacuum the car, I can’t help but smile. I find remnants of the grassy infield hidden in nooks
and crannies. Maybe I subconsciously leave a few behind to give me another reminder for later. A reminder
that I need to go back.
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 sam depew – ocean springs, ms 1990 944 s2

 mark & Barbara o’brien – pensacola, FL 2006 911
carrera

 sean yu – pensacola, FL 2004 boxster s
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WITH PRIZES!!

Ferdinand Porsche Sr. (left) and his son, Dr. Ferdinand Anton Ernst “Ferry” Porsche, age 28, in 1937

HERE’S THE DEAL (and see Rules & Regulations below for more details): The FIRST* person to email me
(Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) with the correct answer will have their choice of 1 of 2 prizes: $25 cash,
or TWO free passes to the Club’s Autocrosses. (*See Rules & Regulations at the end of the Trivia Section.)
There are NO online search restrictions. You can use ANY source that you wish to answer the question.
Now THAT makes it EASY!!

!!WINNER!!
We had a winner for May’s Trivia Question!

Richard Birge, Pensacola, got the correct answer and

was the winner! Richard chose the 2 Autocross passes. Congrats to Richard as this was a tough one!
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MAY’S TRIVIA QUESTION AND CORRECT ANSWER:
Question:
Refer to the two photos below, taken at the Porsche Experience Center Atlanta, and answer the following
questions:
1. What year and model is it…and be specific!
2. Is white the original color? If not, what was?
3. Where and when was it raced?
4. What was its best finish and who was driving?
5. It was found in 2005 by its current owner near Frankfurt. Who is the current owner?
The correct answer will include at least 5 of the 7 elements of the question.

Answer:
1. 1972 911 2.7 RS Safari
2. Original color was yellow (for sponsor Bosch)
3. 1973 & 1974 in the East African Safari Rally
4. Second place in 1974; driven by Zasada & Bien
5. Uwe Kurzenburger
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THIS EDITION’S QUESTION

Here’s another challenging one!

Refer to the photo below and answer the following questions:
1. What in the world is it?
2. Where was the photo taken? (Just the country is sufficient.)
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Rules & Regulations for Porsche Trivia Quiz and Photo Caption Contest
1. How to Play: Email your answer to the Trivia Quiz and/or Photo Caption Contest to the Sonnenschein Porsche Club of America
(PCA) Newsletter Editor at ryc940@gmail.com. You may use any search or research tool to find the answer to the Trivia Quiz.
2. Prizes: There will be only one correct entry per Trivia Quiz, and only one chosen submission for the Photo Caption Contest per
Newsletter edition. The winner(s) will have the choice between $25 cash delivered via check from Sonnenschein PCA, or two free
passes to a Sonnenschein PCA Autocross, which will be valid for one year from the month of issue and will NOT be transferrable to
another person. The chosen prize will be mailed to the winner(s).
3. Eligibility: Both contests are open to all current members in good standing of Sonnenschein PCA. Participants must be 18 years
of age or older. The Sonnenschein Newsletter Editor and immediate family members are NOT eligible to participate.
4. Entry Deadline: All entries will be considered up until publication of the subsequent Newsletter issue, or until a winner(s) is
announced.

5. Selection of Winner:
For the Trivia Quiz: The FIRST entry received that is correct will be the winner. If more than one correct entry is received within a
24-hour period of the first correct entry, a drawing will be held by the Newsletter Editor to determine the winner.
Some answers may be subjective in nature and the Newsletter Editor will be the sole judge in determining the correct entry, if any.
For the Photo Caption Contest: The Newsletter Editor will select the best entry submitted judged on originality, humor, wit, and
appropriateness to the photo.
The winner(s) will be recognized by a general information email sent to Sonnenschein PCA members and in the subsequent month’s
Newsletter, along with the correct Trivia Quiz answer. The winning Photo Caption will also appear along with the Photo.
6. No Winner: If no correct entries are received for the Trivia Quiz prior to publication of the subsequent Newsletter edition, the
prize will be rolled over to the next Trivia. The maximum rollover amount is $50, or 4 Autocross passes, or a combination of the two.
There will be no rollover prize for the Photo Caption Contest.
7. General Terms: Void where prohibited or restricted by law. Sonnenschein PCA is the sponsor of this contest. By participating in
the contest, entrants agree to comply with these official rules, the sponsor’s interpretation of them and the decisions made by the
sponsor in matters relating to the contest.
Sonnenschein PCA is not responsible for incomplete, lost, stolen, unclear, misdirected or late entries. Any applicable taxes are the
sole responsibility of the winner. Sonnenschein PCA reserves the right in its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend
the contest. Entrants agree to indemnify and hold harmless the sponsor from any and all liability resulting or arising from the
contest, to release all rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against the sponsor, and hereby acknowledge that the sponsor
has neither made nor is in any manner responsible or liable for any warranty, representation or guarantee, express or implied, in
fact or in law, relative to the prize.
8. Ownership of Entries: All entries become the property of Sonnenschein PCA and will not be returned. Each contest entrant
consents to the use of his or her name, voice, statements and trivia answers, or any portion thereof, in connection with the contest,
and in any and all media and manner, now or hereafter known, in perpetuity without compensation.
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THIS ISSUE:
SUSPENSIONS: THE HOW & WHY OF BUMPS AND BOUNCES
(From your Editor)
Well, not so fast!!
Turns out June was a very busy month for me, with track events, vacation, and family matters to attend to.
And consequently I never got around to doing the suspension article.
I’ll make another attempt on this for the September Newsletter and look for it there!

INDEX OF PAST TECH ARTICLES
1. September 2014: Power & Torque
2. November 2014: Motor Oil
3. January 2015: Gas
4. March 2015: Brakes
5. May 2015: Who On Earth Is Rudolf Diesel?
6. July 2015: The turbo
7. September 2015: 50 Years Of The Flat-Six
8. November 2015: The Turbos Are Coming, Part 2
9. January 2016: Tires
10. March 2016: PDK
11. May 2016: Synchromesh
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**************************************************************************************************

In the next issue we’ll discuss: See Above

If you have a particular subject you’d like to see addressed in “DIE TECHNISCHEN HINWEISE”, or if you’d like to
submit your own article, just let me know and send me an email at: ryc940@gmail.com

ALSO SEE THE EVENTS CALENDER ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE!
AUTOCROSS!!!

The Club’s Event trailer with a fancy new decorative wrap
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These are always a blast and the Club always sets up a fun & challenging course. If you’ve never been to one,
give it a try! And don’t feel intimidated! It is really just for fun and without exception everyone who’s been to
their first one leaves with a huge grin on their face.
I'd like to encourage you to come out and see how the autocross works, meet the other members, see the
cars, help work the corners and timing table. Bring your lawn chair; it's a fun time. Of course, we'd like for you
to get out on the lot and practice your cornering and braking! If you are a new member, this would be a great
time to say hello.
If you’re new to autocrossing and may want to participate, there are some basic items you’ll need to be aware
of: You will need a DOT approved helmet (motorcycle will suffice), closed-toed shoes, and seat belts. To
prepare your car, remove everything from the cockpit that may fly around during braking and cornering. At
the course, a Club tech inspector will check your lug nuts and under the hood to make sure that nothing is
going to fly off the car. Think of your favorite number and we'll supply the painter's tape for you to mark your
car, unless you have your own numbers. It's not a race; it's an opportunity for you to try your hand at
performance driving all in the safety and confines of a parking lot. We love to watch the new drivers, but what
we really love to hear is the laughter coming from the car when they swing about the slaloms and turns for the
first time. When you see your elapsed time drop and drop with each run, you'll be hooked.

You MUST pre-register by using the below link:
https://clubregistration.net
The registration will close at 8PM CST on the Thursday before the event.
Here are the Robertsdale Autocross dates for 2016:
September 17
November 19
Here are the Pace High School Autocross dates for 2016:
 October; date TBD
Other Autocross registration details:
 Who: Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America
 What: Autocross
 When: Dates as above. Table opens at 7:00 AM, Drivers' Meeting at 9:00 AM, Track Walk at 9:30 AM.
You must be registered and signed in NLT 9:00 AM!
 Where: 22251 Palmer Street, Robertsdale, AL, or Pace High School, 4065 Norris Road, Pace, FL.
 Fee: PCA Members $25; Non-Members $35 and payable the day of the event

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS:
* “Cars and Coffee”: A casual get together of car enthusiasts that meets every 4th Saturday of each
month. It is open to all makes/models of cars. Held at Carmike Motion Pictures, 5149 Bayou
Boulevard, Pensacola from 10 AM to 12 PM.
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And in case you’re in the Colorado Springs area…

PORSCHE SPONSORED EVENTS
Porsche has two excellent events for high performance driving that you may wish to consider:
1. Porsche Sport Driving School. This is held at Barber Motorsports Park on a regular basis. Here’s a link to
their website which also has an excellent video about the School:
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School
2. The Porsche Experience Center. This is a brand new facility in Atlanta, and just opened in 2015. It appears
by all accounts to be a beautiful facility. The Center will be offer many different items, from 6 different track
environments to simulators, human performance labs, museum, restaurant, coffee shop, and more. Take
some time to explore their website:
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta
To whet your appetite, so to speak, here’s a photo of Restaurant 356 at the Porsche Experience Center, along
with some info about it:
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And here’s a link to a YouTube video clip that gives you a first hand look at the driving experience.
Take a look; it seems like a blast!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be
I think it may be worth a trip to Atlanta!

HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVER’S EDUCATION (HPDE, or just DE)
Tired of the daily commute? Then get your Porsche out on the track, where it was meant to be! You must
register online at www.clubregistration.net for PCA sponsored events. Here are upcoming dates for PCA
sponsored DE’s in our area:

Alabama PCA at Barber Motorsports Park: Their next event is currently TBA, but should be in the fall.
They have recently added a new offering, which may be of interest for those curious of what a HPDE weekend
is all about. It’s called the Driver’s Ed Experience and consists of an introductory HPDE course, Saturday only,
attendance at drivers meeting, 2 classroom sessions, reduced speed track demonstration and reduced speed
track driving with an instructor. The cost for this is $100. The cost for the regular 2-day DE is $525.

Mardi Gras Region PCA at NOLA Motorsports Park: The cost is $350 for 2 days, or $225 for 1 day.
Those are great prices! Here are the remaining dates for 2016:
Oct 29/30 - Open to drivers of all abilities and all makes and models of cars.

Peachstate PCA at Road Atlanta: The cost is $525 for the weekend if instructed, and $475 if solo. Here
are the remaining dates for 2016:
August 13/14- Open to drivers of all abilities and all makes and models of cars.
October 22/23- Open to drivers of all abilities and all makes and models of cars.
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There are also non-PCA DE events run by private clubs. Here are 3 good sources and the first two clubs also
use Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net):
1. Chin Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.chinmotorsports.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. The remaining 2016
schedule for Barber is as follows: September 10-11. And here’s the schedule for Road Atlanta: Aug 20-21, Sep
24-25, October 15-16, and November 26-27.
2. PBOC Motorsports Club (Porsche BMW Owners Club). Access their webpage at http://pbocflorida.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. Currently, only 2016 events at
Sebring and Homestead are listed.
3. Rezoom Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html
They have events at Barber, Road Atlanta, Daytona, Roebling Road, Virginia International Raceway (VIR), and
others. They use a different registration site other than Club Registration, which you can access on the
Rezoom website. Here are their 2016 dates for Barber: August 6 & 7, and November 5 & 6. Cost is $300 for
one day or $500 for both days. Also, if you’re in the area, they will be running at the National Corvette
Museum Motorsports Park (Bowling Green, Kentucky) October 1 & 2.
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Considering a new Porsche? Or looking for a quality used Porsche? Then consider our Club’s affiliated Porsche
dealer:

For knowledgeable and courteous service choose Dean McCrary Porsche of Mobile! We feature certified sales
professionals and the most highly trained service technicians in the industry, with a commitment to customer
care, which sets us apart. Welcome, and we hope you enjoy your visit – virtual or otherwise!

Editor’s Note:
Remember, this is YOUR Newsletter and YOUR Club! Any and all submissions are heartily
welcomed for inclusion! Whether it is one paragraph, or your first novella, send it in to me.
And send your photos, too! And if you’d like to see another section to the Newsletter, or
have any other suggestions, let me know.
My email is: ryc940@gmail.com
Thanks!
Roger Gilmore
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YOUR PERIODIC PHENOMENAL PORSCHE
PICTURES, “YOUR P4”
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And until the next time, remember:
“PTINS” (as below)…Editor

YOUR caption here!! Send me your submissions! (ryc940@gmail.com)
(See Page 4 of the Newsletter, and Rules & Regulations on page 31.)
Some background on this photo to help you out: Taken in China, where the Porsche & BMW owners got into a
bit of a spat and the Porsche owner decided to blockade the BMW…for over a year!
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